THIS IS
CONSQUARE

Whether the undertaken project is an office, hospitality or
commercial space, it initiates a new creative challenge for
our organisation. We embark in a thorough search for the
harmonious balance between aesthetics and functionality while
respecting the architecture of the space and the culture of each
organisation. This process is the core element of our identity.

WE WANT YOU TO
KNOW
WHO WE ARE

Our meraki [(may-rah-kee): doing something with soul,
creativity and love] about traditional furniture craftsmanship,
is complemented by our endless search for contemporary and
innovative design. Our drive is to create beautiful, yet functional
spaces that improve the wellbeing of people who live and work in
them.
We use every stimulus as a source of inspiration, we collaborate
with some of the most refined brands, we choose high quality
and certified materials, we never stop innovating and improving.
Our neoclassical office, located in the heart of Athens, is a living
proof of our Hellenic heritage. Working in a space that connects
tradition with international novelty, not only fills us with pride but
it also constantly fuels our body and mind.

THE CONSQUARE MANIFESTO

1
YOUR VISION BECOMES OUR VISION
The heart of your vision is our top priority. Ιt is the
guide that leads us to the best options for all your
stakeholders and it embodies your ideals.

2
TRANSPARENCY AND GREAT COMMUNICATION
Our team endeavours to create processes that allow
you to observe action as it plays out in real time. This
creates a seamless flow of information and provides
ample opportunity to spot obstacles and deal with them
efficiently as they become apparent. Through emphasis
on communication, we guarantee faster problem solving
and thus, improve the experience of the project process.

3
GOOD DESIGN IS WHERE FORM MEETS FUNCTION
We want to offer you solutions and products that not only improve
your productivity, but they also please your senses. Each piece
should be tactile and satisfy the physical, emotional and functional
experience, embodying our clients’ culture.

4
CHALLENGES ARE OPPORTUNITIES
When we discover a challenge, we use the opportunity to explore
it creatively and stretch our imaginations and outline solutions
that serve your needs. We use your vision, your values and the
community you serve to inspire great problem solving and create
innovative solutions.

5
BUILDING TOMORROW TODAY
What we decide today, becomes our reality tomorrow. A space that
reflects the soul of your organisation will ensure team morale and
productivity into the future. Your office furniture cannot change
the world, but the people that use it can.

WE STARTED OUR JOURNEY AS AN

INDEPENDENT
CONSULTANT & FURNISHING
PROVIDER...AND WE
REMAIN ONE TO THIS DAY

We foster openness and we like making partnerships. Driven by a
desire to do things better, our everyday goal is to bring quality to
each project and provide our clients with functional and value for
money solutions.
We want to constantly challenge ourselves, we want to explore,
we want to create, we want to do things better.
Not for the sake of it, but because we want to create genuine
value for our clients.

WE CAN OFFER YOU SOLUTIONS FOR...

Office Furniture
Hospitality Furniture
Accessories

Laminate
Single + Double Glazed
Frameless

Panels
Elements + Booths
Wall + Ceiling Coverings

FURNITURE
ACOUSTIC
PARTITIONS
COVERING + SHADING

Flooring
Ceiling
Shading

01

CONSQUARE

A&D

Meeting with
the architect/
designer to
discuss the
project brief.

02

03

Site visit
when needed

Our initial
product proposal
presentation.

04

Final product
proposal,
time schedule
presentation and
client’s sign off.

05

06

Order placement

Delivery and
Installation

07

Site supervision
throughout
the duration of
Delivery and
Installation

08
Final site visit
for inspection
ans sign off.

01

ORGANISATION

Meeting with the
client and client’s
architect/designer
to discuss the
project brief.

Additional
consultation
support, if
required, by our
experienced team

PROJECT ROADMAP

*A&D=ARCHITECTS & DESIGNERS

We take steps towards a future imprinted with care and
consideration, and we pick our partners and our suppliers after
an in-depth analysis of their corporate social responsibility
acitivities.

WITH AN APPRECIATION OF
QUALITY AND SIMPLICITY,
WE TAKE STEPS TOWARDS
A FUTURE IMPRINTED WITH
CARE AND CONSIDERATION

We collaborate with brands who share the same values with us
and are constantly trying to minimise their carbon footprint, by
incorporating environmentally friendly manufacturing processes,
maximising the use of recycled components, selecting materials
from sustainable sources, utilising materials and components
that can be easily recycled, optimising the amount of materials
used, and design products that that are easy to maintain and
have an increased lifespan both in terms of functionality and
aesthetics
We are not doing all this so we can praise ourselves and use
fancy green certificates. We are doing all this because it is our
obligation to provide a better world for the future generations.

URSA CHART

LENOVO OFFICES

SOME

OF

OUR

SEASCAPE

PROJECTS

LENOVO OFFICES
MAROUSI, GREECE

SEASCAPE OFFICES
PIRAEUS, GREECE

URSA CHART OFFICES
PIRAEUS, GREECE

NIOMETRICS OFFICES
ATHENS, GREECE

LIST OF OUR CLIENTS

GENERALI
ΤΡΑΠΕΖΑ ΠΕΙΡΑΙΩΣ
MARFIN INVESTMENT GROUP
ALPHA VALUE
FIAT CREDIT HELLAS
MAZARS
TIMAGENIS LAW FIRM

FINANCE + LEGAL SERVICES
CONSUMER GOODS + SERVICES
HOSPITALITY
MARINE COMPANIES

LENOVO
CITRIX
SOFTOMOTIVE
TAXI BEAT
POWER HEALTH
DAIKIN
SEPHORA
ATTRAΤTIVO
KAYAK
NIOMETRICS
DEUTSCHE TELEKOM
ΙΑΠΩΝΙΚΗ
ΣΑΡΑΝΤΗΣ Α.Β.Ε.Ε
COSMORAMA

ANGSANA CORFU RESORT
POSEIDON HOTEL SUITES
DORIAN INN

EURONAV
URSACHART
NOMAD MARITIME
SEASCAPE
CARRIERS
HEIDMAR

SOME OF OUR HERO BRANDS

SENATOR
ALLERMUIR
LAS
ICF
SITLAND
SITIA
LUXY
KRISTALIA
PEDRALI

FURNITURE
ACOUSTIC
PARTITIONS
COVERING + SHADING

FELTOUCH
SOUNDTECΤ
CASALIS
SLALOM
STIWOOD
ACUSTIO

CITTERIO
MATERIA PROJECT
GEMINO SYSTEM
DELLAROVERE

MODULYSS
VERTISOL
ACUSTICA
VIRAG
LONDONART
KOZIEL

THE MOST EXCITING PROJECT IS
ALWAYS THE NEXT ONE.
WE HOPE YOU WILL BE PART OF IT.

SHOWROOM
DELFON 2C, KOLONAKI
10680
ATHENS
+30 216 900 6038
sales@theconsquare.com

